Abstract In pervasive environments, context management systems are expected to administrate large volume of contextual information that is captured from spatial to nonspatial elements. Research in context-aware computing produced a number of middleware systems for context management to intermediate the communications between applications and context providers. In particular, in pervasive environments, the design of distributed storage, retrieval and propagation mechanisms of context information across domains is vital. In this paper, we propose a domain-based approach to address the requirements of scalable distributed context management, cross-domain efficient context information dissemination and domainbased privacy policy enforcement. We propose infinitum, a middleware architecture that incorporates the management and communication benefits of the Google Wave Federation Protocol, while also taking advantage of the semantic and inference benefits of ontology-based context models. This architecture establishes a robust cross-domain scalable context management and collaboration framework, which has been implemented and evaluated in a real-life application of ''SMART University'' to support virtual team collaboration.
Introduction
In the emerging and challenging pervasive environments, users will enjoy a new experience in a nonobtrusive way as the existing infrastructures will be more proactive and dynamically adaptable to current situations; user preferences; and environmental context in a less intrusive way [1] . Context awareness is the cornerstone to achieve the vision of such a pervasive environment. It refers to the capability of an application or service being aware of its physical environment or situation (e.g., context) to respond proactively and intelligently based on this awareness [2] .
In this paper, we argue that context awareness should be supported by a context management system that allows the automatic discovery, retrieval and exchange of context information distributed in different administrative domains. Such a system must perform its functions in a pervasive computing environment that involves mobile users and devices, which may experience intermittent connectivity and resource and power constraints. We base our context management framework on the notion of context domain explained in [3] , which organizes the pervasive environment hierarchically and establishes a context management scope. A context domain is defined as an abstraction of a spatial area or a logical concept, which has a clear boundary and it is built on top of the traditional notion of network domain. Essentially, context domain establishes (1) the place and responsibility of context instances storage; (2) the responsibility for managing context providers and consumers inside the domain; and (3) a set of subdomains. Therefore, two domains are distinguished: spatial and nonspatial (logical) domains. Nonspatial domains contain information such as user profiles and are rather independent from other domains. Spatial domains, however, carry strong spatial inclusion relationships. For example, the campus is a geographic specialization of the university domain and thus, there is an inclusion relation between the university domain and the campus domain. For instance, the context server of Edinburgh Napier University napier.ac.uk is responsible for keeping connection with the context servers in sub-domains, e.g., Merchiston campus merchiston.napier.ac.uk and Sighthill campus sighthill.napier.ac.uk and so on. This way, the applications seeking for context information available in different university campuses have to address the napier.ac.uk context server.
Location is one of the most used context information, but not exclusive. Therefore, there is a need to continuously acquire and reason about the user's location as well as tracking and reasoning about her roaming across domains. We argue here that although the users are more interested in context information related to their location, other context information from other spatial elements may also be relevant to the current task at hand. For instance, dynamic recalculation of the quickest routes for a trip involves acquiring the latest contextual information such as traffic congestion from remote sources. In this respect, we can imagine a domain-based context management system where the context information available in each area or domain is managed by a context manager. While moving, the user will move from one domain to another. Each domain may maintain its own sensors and mechanisms for inferring context related to this user. Thus, a collaborative context management across domains is needed.
Therefore, the research presented in this paper focuses on developing and validating, infinitum, a distributed context management architecture. This architecture is adequate for addressing the high and continuously expanding context consumer requirements anytime and at any place in future pervasive environments. This new domain-based middleware architecture allows applications to describe and maintain context interests that involve context provided by various environments. It forms an underlying robust and generic infrastructure for context dissemination, which significantly simplifies the development of context-aware pervasive applications. The infinitum architecture and middleware have been implemented and deployed in the ''Smart University'' system, a real-life application that provides virtual collaborative working environments.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the driving requirements of designing context management infrastructure. Related work is discussed in Sect. 3 in terms of those requirements. In Sect. 4, we describe the infinitum approach and its advantages. In Sect. 5, infinitum architecture is introduced: we firstly give an overview on the Google Wave Federation Protocol and explain the synergy between its concepts and those used in context management; then we consider building upon this protocol for infinitum implementation. Section 6 describes how the pervasive applications can query context repositories. The infinitum approach is illustrated and validated on a case study described in Sect. 7. In Sect. 8, we evaluate our approach in terms of the requirements mentioned in Sect. 2 and in terms of performance and network cost. Finally, concluding remarks and future work end the paper.
Driving requirements
Hereafter, we refer to the computational entity responsible for transparently binding the context consumers (CCs) (i.e., applications) with corresponding context providers (CPs) and context server (CS). The context management in each domain is done by the context server available in that domain. The complexity of developing context-aware applications that require context information available in different CSs makes the use of a cross-domain context management middleware crucial. The cross-domain context management raises the following issues that have been addressed partially in the existing approaches.
Cross-domain context query resolution
In distributed context management scenarios, applications may need a global knowledge of all context management systems in order to identify which one provides the context information of interest. Thus, there is a need for a mechanism that allows applications to identify the context providers holding the context information they are interested in. In addition, these applications need to specify crossdomain context interest, i.e., a query of context information provided by context providers in specific domain(s).
Support of cross-domain reasoning
The distribution of context information among multiple domains is not only due to the fact that the user physically moves from one area to another; the user's contextual information could be distributed according to different logical domains. For example, different context servers may be used to host the user's profile, user's publications, user's social activities, etc. In order to understand the user's behavior, we may need to track the user's movement from one area (domain) to another [4] . For example, to identify if the current day was busy for the user, there is a need to consider the different activities and states the user has experienced in work, shopping, on the road, etc. Similarly, in order to understand the user's tendency in publications, we need to track the user's publications in different conferences and journal domains.
Support for scalability
Pervasive systems may include a large number of distributed components or subsystems. The mobility and availability of a potentially the infinite number of CCs, CPs and CSs entail requirements such as scalability and resourcediscovery. Therefore, context processing components and communication protocols must perform adequately in systems ranging from few to many sensors, applications and context servers.
Support for privacy
The flow of context information between different distributed components in the context-aware system raises the questions such as how to model the user's privacy and how to ensure that privacy so that the system still meet the user's expectations and requirements. A cross-domain system should protect user's information and guarantee privacy across domains. As we will see later the usage of a home domain server provides an interesting approach for control privacy of context access, since it is a central point of access for a given entity's context. A user can control the context dissemination for some consumers through modifying its privacy policy published in his home domain server.
Uniform API interface and protocol
In order to enable every party to become a context provider and implement its own CS, every CS should: (1) obey a certain protocol with which context information can be federated between different CSs; and (2) implement a standard API which allows context providers to register and publish context information in it, and context consumers to acquire context information they are interested in. This way, for instance, an organization can operate a CS for its members and an individual can run a CS as a context provider for a single user or family members. Therefore, similar to the Next Generation Service Interfaces (NGSI) [5] , providing a standard API for accessing such information, allows third party application developers to build new services based on the context made available to them.
Motivated by these requirements and directives in mind, we evaluate in the following section some of the existing approaches for managing context information.
Related work
Classical work in context-aware computing has developed centralized and application-specific solutions such as Context Toolkit [6] and Gaia [7] . However, these approaches offer solutions for restricted and small-size smart spaces environments, with localized scalability.
More recent middleware offers access to context information in distributed repositories. For example, the Context Fabric (Confab) [8] provides architecture for privacy-sensitive systems, as well as a set of privacy mechanisms that can be used by application developers. It maintains context information in distributed tuple spaces called infospaces. An application interested in a certain context builds a context query using the address of the responsible infospace. However, Confab does not adequately address the other middleware requirements such as mobility or context information dissemination across domains.
The scalability issue is considered in PACE [9] , which is another distributed middleware focusing on offering a flexible context model called CML (Context Modeling Language) and advanced context-based programming abstractions for distributed context-aware applications. Applications use a catalog and meta-attributes to discover which repository satisfies their context requirements. However, when a user roams across domains, this discovery mechanism does not allow the developers to identify the context repositories (CSs) existing in the domains visited by the roaming user and holding her context information.
CAMUS [10] is another distributed middleware where context-aware system federation is composed by environments based on CAMUS services (registered in a Jini discovery service), which disseminate context information as tuples, in order to increase dissemination efficiency. A CAMUS context domain is an environment that supports a minimum set of CAMUS services. In order to access context information or to use a service of a specific domain, a client must query the Jini federation, using parameters such as the name and localization of the domain. CAMUS, however, does not address cross-domain context dissemination and how to ensure user's privacy.
Another interesting approach to allow distributed context management based on federating context-aware services is Nexus [11] . Nexus supports heterogeneity among context management systems' context models, i.e., each context management system can adopt a particular context model and must implement an abstract interface and register itself at an Area Service Register. Thus, it focuses on the data management aspect of scalable pervasive computing systems. However, there is no concept such as domain or environment: each context server is a repository of a specific context type [3] and their distribution concepts does not ensure system scalability [12] . Similar to Nexus, GLOSS [13] composes heterogeneous context management systems through hierarchical or peer-to-peer interconnection methods. By introducing the notion of Global Smart Spaces, GLOSS supports interaction among people, artifacts and places while taking account of both context and movement on a global scale. It allows users to pick up small notes left for them in the environment. GLOSS uses the idea of home nodes; however, it has been designed to manage location context only.
Compared to this solution, Chen et al. [14] propose Solar, a data-centric infrastructure based on Context Fusion Networks (CFNs) to support context-aware pervasive computing applications. Solar consists of a set of functionally equivalent hosts named Planets. The components messages will be delivered to a Planet with the numerically closest ID; therefore, unlike our proposed approach, Solar services focus on the data objects instead of on where they live, i.e., from which domain they are originated. In addition, Solar does not address privacy enforcement.
Another hybrid approach to model contextual information that incorporates the advantages of object-oriented and ontology-based modeling techniques is introduced by Lee and Meier [15] . The objective is to support a specific scalable pervasive domain, namely the transportation domain. Their notion of Primary-Context Model and the Primary-Context Ontology is used to share context between different domains. Although their approach is interesting, it does not address other issues such as mobility and crossdomain context dissemination.
ICE [16] is a scalable context management middleware for Next Generation Networks. It is based on the concepts of context sessions and context flows. The Context Access Language (CALA) has been designed to support context queries and subscriptions. ICE focuses heavily on efficient context information dissemination between context sources and sinks. However, it ignores in its designed protocols ensuring entities privacy. In addition, context sources' descriptions and context sinks' queries/subscriptions must be registered in a centralized entity-the context broker. Thus, as the user roams between domains, this adds complexity to the developers as they must know in advance which context broker they have to contact to get the context information of interest.
The Context Management Framework (CMF) proposed in MobiLife project [17, 18] is designed for the discovery of, exchange of and reasoning on context information. In CMF, there is no concept such as domain so that the application is able to specify the domain(s) from which the context information is originated. In addition, the infrastructure needed for setting and enforcing privacy of usercontrolled data available through context providers is controlled by the trust engine. However, we believe that this setting weakens enforcing the privacy, since a malicious context provider can skip contacting the trust engine to verify whether the context consumer is eligible to access the context information; thus, a centralized trusted entity responsible to enforce the privacy is needed.
From the perspective of globally connecting sensors, the Open Geospatial Consortium provided the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative [19] to build a framework of open standards for exploiting Web-connected sensors and sensor systems of all types such as flood gauges, air pollution monitors and Webcams. SWE provides the opportunity for adding a real-time sensor dimension to the Internet and the Web. It focuses on developing standards to enable the discovery, exchange and processing of sensor observations, as well as the tasking of sensor systems in order to achieve a ''plug-and-play'' Web-based sensor networks. Thus, SWE cannot be directly applied to achieve context awareness because, for example, Sensor Model Language (SensorML) describes sensors systems; provides information needed for discovery of sensors, location of sensor observations, etc. But, it does not consider modeling the entities about which the sensor is able to provide information.
Most of the previous work focussed on the software engineering perspective of the distributed context management. From a knowledge management perspective, Castelli and Zambonelli [20] addressed the distributed management of context information from a knowledge management perspective. They propose a self-organized agent-based approach to autonomously organize distributed contextual data items into knowledge networks. Their W4 Data Model is able to represent data coming from heterogeneous sources and to promote ease of management and processing. However, other requirements, e.g., mobility between domains, have been partially addressed. In addition, despite the efficiency in retrieving tuples during query resolution phase, using the spidering approach to create the knowledge networks may be inefficient when considering the rapidly changing context information such as entities location.
If we look at the aforementioned requirements and at the approaches described previously, it reveals that research in the area of context management is well established and many ideas have been developed for addressing most of the above requirements individually. However, none of the examined approaches supports all of our requirements to a sufficient extent. In addition, none of them provide an adequate infrastructure for cross-domain reasoning. Therefore, there is a need to design a new context management middleware that takes into consideration the distribution of context in different domains and the necessity to protect user's privacy.
The infinitum approach

The rationale behind the infinitum approach
In order to develop context-aware applications, a context originating from different context providers distributed among different domains is usually required. Let us consider a simple context federation scenario: a user is subscribed to a context server located in domain A, namely CSA. We call this server the home domain server (HDS) of its subscribed users. This server maintains the profile information of its subscribed users. As aforementioned, this domain server does not need to be mapped onto a geographic area. However, if we consider that CSA is managing the context in a specific area, it could also maintain a sensor infrastructure for area A. Likewise, context server CSB maintains users' profiles and physical context information of the area B. Obviously, as long as the user is still in the domain A, the scenario is quite simple, all the necessary context information needed by the application about this user exists in CSA. However, when the user move from A to B, the context information related to the users maintained by CSA and CSB (such as location or environment context information) may become relevant to the applications interested in the user's context. We call the CSB the visited domain server (VDS). In that case, we need a mechanism to know which domains are visited by the user at any point of time and the context information gathered about the user in these visited domains.
One possible solution is to use tuple space (e.g., Confab). Confab architecture structures context information into distributed tuple spaces called infospaces, which store tuples about a given entity. An application interested in a certain context builds a context query using the address of the responsible infospace. Although distributed infospaces contribute to decrease the context management overhead in a distributed environment, this distribution is not kept transparent to applications, which must know what infospace contains the desired context information.
Another solution is to maintain in the home context servers ''links'' to the visited context servers. In this case, in order to handle the application's queries about the users (or entities) over distributed domains, the home context server may have to distribute queries over the visited context servers and compose the query results. However, this approach requires maintaining the link list of the visited context servers and may degrade the system performance as it requires distributing the application query over different servers and regrouping the result.
On the other hand, the notion of home and visited domains is also used by mobile telephone networks like GSM. The main idea used in these networks is that users have their ''home domains'' in which their context is gathered but when they roam to another domain, this domain becomes a ''visited domain.'' When a mobile device moves into a different domain, the server of the visited domain inter-links the mobile device and its home server. The home server redirects query statements to the server of the visited domain, which finally dispatches it to the mobile device. This is achieved by using the Home Location Register (HLR) and Visitor Location Register (VLR) approach of the GSM user profile database [21] . This approach addresses the location-awareness problem by minimizing the invocation of multiple updates in the home node each time a mobile user changed his/her location. However, the effectiveness of this mechanism is questionable for other types of context information, as it requires the application to submit their queries through a Web of pointers from the home node to the visited node of the mobile user [12] .
Therefore, in order to remedy to these limitations, we propose a hybrid blackboard, peer-to-peer architecture. In other words, we need a mechanism that allows each context server to maintain in its own tuple space (that we will call it later context wave) all its entities' context information available in the domain that it manages as well as the visited domains. That is, when a user moves to the visited domain B, the sensors available in the domain B will report the existence of the user to CSB which in turn must send this context information to CSA (the user's HDS), wait for confirmation and remove it from CSB. Obviously, the context information could be categorized in the HDS according to the visited domains. This way, the application can specify in their queries the domain(s) from which there are interested to get context information. For instance, the application may indicate an interest in the user's location in specified area(s). Moreover, the applications will need to address their queries only to the HDS of the entities they are interested in their context. To achieve this, a federation protocol between context servers is needed to disseminate context changes.
On the other hand, since the context information may come from multiple heterogeneous sources, it is important to think of formalism and common languages that enable context sharing and interoperability of these sources in different applications. Hence, we need mechanisms for context modeling in a generic manner to support different applications in a domain-independent way. As other works (e.g., [22, 23] ) have mentioned, ontologies are a very promising instrument for modeling context information due to their high and formal expressiveness and the possibilities for applying ontology reasoning techniques. Thus, we focus on context management employing ontologies as the underlying technology.
Domain-based context management
In infinitum, we rely on the reasonable assumption that software drivers are associated with data sources and are in charge of creating context information tuples and inserting them in a CS available in each domain. A CS is identified by its Internet domain name and is responsible for
There exists one CS in each domain. There could be one CS in each room, building or a logical domain as we have mentioned.
We consider here that each CP is a registered user of a CS. In this respect, each sensor has a unique ID that should be registered in one of the CSs. For example, a temperature sensor registered in the domain room1.merchiston.napier.ac.uk has the ID: TemperatureSensor1@room1.merchiston.napier.ac.uk. Similarly, each entity in the pervasive environment must be a registered user of one CS. For example, Alice ID could be Alice@merchiston.napier.ac.uk as she is a registered user in the CS of the domain merchiston.napier.ac.uk. We call the domain where the user has registered its home domain. Alice@merchis-ton.napier.ac.uk is a registered user whose home domain is Merchiston campus: merchiston.napier. ac.uk.
Contextlets
Each CP is eligible to communicate with the CS to publish the updated context information. It is commonly known that context information has an owner; for instance \Alice@merchiston.napier.ac.uk isLocatedIn Room1@merchiston.napier.ac.uk[ is context information triple whose owner is Alice@ merchiston.napier.ac.uk. This is a simplified format to the RDF expression: We call this basic information Contextlet. Each CP is able to deliver one or more contextlets. Contextlet represents a fact which describes one context information about an entity.
It is well known that context information is inconsistent due to highly dynamic nature of pervasive computing systems and imperfect sensing technology. In addition, different CPs may provide conflicting values for the same context data. Thus, a conflict may occur when results from several physical data sources mismatch. For instance, if the coordinates of GPS and spotting of a camera are different, then sensing conflict is generated. Therefore, contextlets should be associated with quality constraints that indicate the quality of context and which are used for conflict handling. We define two quality parameters: (1) confidence (the probability or certainty to describe the state of being certain) and (2) The timestamp and timeToLive are used to filter out the outdated contextlets and store them for later use to reason about contextual situations, which require considering the context history (e.g., [24] ). Resolving conflicts using quality information and context reasoning has been already addressed in the literature (e.g., [25, 26] ).
Context wave
We propose to create tuple space-like repository called Context Wave in each domain to store all the context information related to its domain. Context wave (CW) is an XML document hosted by a CS. Each CW has a globally unique ID and consists of a set of contextlets. In each domain, we have a sensor infrastructure to acquire the physical context. For example, we have a badge sensor BSensor1@room1.merchiston.napier. ac.uk in Room1. This sensor detects the presence of persons in the room and publishes context information in the CS responsible for managing context information in that domain. Examples of the contextlets BSensor1@ room1.merchiston.napier.ac.uk can publish in CS of room1.merchiston.napier.ac.uk are:
\Alice@merchiston.napier.ac.uk isLocatedIn room1@merchiston.napier.ac.uk[ \Sheren@Sighthill.napier.ac.uk isLocatedIn room1@merchiston.napier.ac.uk[ Imagine now that there is an application interested in knowing the location of Alice at any time. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario.
There are three CSs: CSA, CSB and CSC, which are the context server available in Merchiston campus(merchiston.napier.ac.uk), Sighthill campus(sighthill.napier.ac.uk), and in Craiglockhart campus(craiglockhart.napier.ac. uk). When Alice visits Room1 in merchiston.napier.ac.uk, the sensor infrastructure creates a contextlet in CSA and nominates Alice@merchis-ton.napier.ac.uk as the contextlet owner (Step 1 in Fig. 1 ). Because CSA knows that the owner of the contextlet is a registered user in its domain, and it does not need to federate the contextlet to another CS. Now, in the same way, when Alice moves to room5@sight-hill.napier.ac.uk.napier.ac.uk, the badge sensor, after being authenticated by CSB, creates the corresponding contextlet and nominates Alice as its owner (Step 2 in Fig. 1 ). Because CSB knows that the owner of this contextlet (Alice@merchiston.napier.ac. uk) is a registered user of another CS, and it federates this contextlet to CSA (Alice's HDS) obeying a certain federation protocol (Step 3 in Fig. 1 ). This federation should be done with the following conditions: (1) there is a corresponding consumer for this information, and (2) revealing this information does not violate the privacy policy specified by the user.
After receiving confirmation from CSA, CSB deletes his local copy of the federated contextlet. Since every contextlet must be hosted in a CW, the CSB federates its CW to CSA, which means sending only the contextlets whose owners are registered users in CSA and wait for a confirmation. This way, CSA is able to create (if it is not already created) the corresponding CW and store the contextlets available in CSB. The same scenario repeats when Alice moves to Floor3 in Craiglockhart campus (Step 4-6 in Fig. 1) . In other words, CSA will always have all contextlets related to Alice and which are created in different domains.
Context interfaces and operations
infinitum provides three different interfaces which allow integrating CSs, CCs and CPs into the ecosystem. In the following, we describe the main interfaces and the main corresponding operations.
a. Integrating Context Providers: The provided operations allow registering CPs and their information with the CS as well as providing a discovery function with which participating components can check for available CPs.
Register Context Provider: This operation is used by the CP to advertize its capabilities in terms of the types of context information it can provide and the relevant entities playing a role in this information. Additionally, the registration provides a set of available CP meta-data (which mention information about the provider as well as quality of context information it provides). For example, the user's location can be measured with different quality by location sensors like GPS, CellId, WLAN-in-range, etc. Discover Context Providers operation is used by CCs to get the list of available CPs and their capabilities for later query.
b. Integrating Context Consumers: The provided operations allow registering CCs with the CS, querying (synchronously), as well as subscribing in order to be notified about context information (asynchronous).
Query Context Server: This operation is used by the CC to synchronously request for context information. The CC specify its interest in terms of the needed context types of specific entity(ies), as well as additional constraints on the CPs and context types meta-attributes.
Subscribe Context Consumer: This operation enables long-lasting monitoring of the system. Basically, the logic of this operation is similar to the latter operation, but the request context information is returned in the form of an asynchronous ''notify'' callback operation.
c. Federation between CSs: As already mentioned, every CS is responsible for providing and storing context information related to entities registered in it. Since the sensor infrastructure in each domain may provide context information about roaming entities, a collaboration protocol is needed between CSs in order to federate this information to the entities' HDSs. We can distinguish here between three types of information exchanged between CSs:
-CP Capabilities: CPs may advertise their ability to provide context information about entities not registered in the current domain. For example, a GPS sensor of Alice mobile phone can provide location information about Alice@domain1.com to the CS available in domain1.com (Alice's HDS). However, when Alice move to domain2.com, then this CP advertise its capability to provide Alice location information to CS of the domain2.com. In this case, CS of domain2.com should federate the CP capability to domain1.com (Alice's HDS), which is responsible to handle all queries related to Alice. -CC Interests: A CS may receive context interest about entities not registered in it. In this case, the CS should federate these interests to the HDS of the corresponding entities. -Context Information: The idea is that each CS has to maintain a repository for all CP capabilities able to provide context information about its registered entities as well as all CC interests related to these entities. Note here that when, for example, an application is interested in Alice location in domain2.com, the CS of domain2.com should federate all received contextlets specifying Alice location information to her HDS. In other words, all the context information related to Alice, even those emerging from foreign domains, will be kept in her HDS. This way, we have more control about ensuring entities privacy.
Privacy
In context-aware environments, the devices belonging to the user communicate with the available CSs all the time, thus revealing privacy-sensitive information about the user. In infinitum approach, to ensure the confidentiality of the privacy-sensitive information, users have the flexibility to define their own privacy policy covering all types of context information that may be distributed in different domains.
Obviously, the sensor infrastructure in each domain may report context information related to entities out of the scope of the current domain which in turn weaken the privacy ensuring mechanism and loosen control over the context originated in different domains. Therefore, as aforementioned, the context information of the foreign entities should be moved to their HDS with the following conditions: (1) there is a corresponding consumer for this information, and (2) revealing this information does not violate the user's privacy policy. That is, when handling context queries, the CS retrieves the privacy policy of the entity the CC specifies its interest in getting context information. If this request does not violate the user's privacy, then the requested information can be revealed to the CC; otherwise, an ''access denied'' response is sent to the CC. Figure 2 shows the privacy tag schema used in infinitum. Each user (or each entity in general) has the flexibility to specify its privacy policy for each context type and for each domain. The privacyTag specifies for each context type the CCs having the right to get access to the context information and the time intervals during which this context information can be revealed to them.
In the following section, we describe infinitum architecture and the underlying software infrastructure used to perform context management tasks, e.g., sending contextlets to the home domain of their owners, reasoning on the available context, handling the queries expressed by applications and sending back the results.
5 infinitum architecture infinitum context management system is a set of federated CSs, each of which stores context information available in a predefined domain. CPs (e.g., sensors) stores their data with respect to domains, and CCs query information accordingly. Figure 3 illustrates the infinitum architecture. It comprises multiple independent CSs nodes that federate via the Internet by using, as we see later, Google Wave Federation Protocol (embedded in the cloud Internet in Fig. 3 ) to exchange context information. Each CS node comprises a context manager, a wave server and a Web server. The context manager implements the context management logic and the interfaces required for exchanging information with other CPs and CCs. Synchronous and asynchronous communication of context data are supported by infinitum.
In order to implement the infinitum approach and to create a robust software infrastructure for managing context, relying on standard or already established protocol is obviously a preferred choice. The Google Wave Federation Protocol (GWFP) [27] is an open protocol and it is an extension of the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP). It is designed for near real-time communication between the wave servers. In this respect, we consider the strong similarity between the contextual information managed by a context server and the messages managed by the wave server as will be seen later.
Overview of Google Wave Federation Protocol (GWFP)
In the context of Google wave technology, wave servers hosts XML documents known as waves and federate between each other by using GWFP as the underlying protocol for sharing waves. Here are some of the definitions related to GWFP [27] :
Wave
An XML document has a globally unique wave ID and consists of a set of wavelets.
Wavelet
A wavelet has an ID that is unique within its containing wave and is composed of a participant list and a set of documents.
Participant
A participant is identified by a wave address of the form: \username[@\domain[. A participant may be a user, a group or a robot.
Robot
It is a software agent participant in a wave. A robot can perform many of the actions that any other participant can perform on the wave, e.g., read the contents of a wave, modify a wave's contents, add or remove participants, etc.
Wave view
A user gains access to a wavelet by being a participant in that wavelet; a wave view is the subset of wavelets in a wave that a particular user has access to.
Wave provider
A wave provider is identified by its Internet domain name.
A wave provider operates a wave service on one or more networked wave servers. This new Internet communication platform enables different wave providers to run wave servers to serve their users and ''federate'' waves, i.e., share waves with each other. That is, copies of waves and wavelets are distributed by the wave provider of the originating user to the providers of all other participants in a particular wave or wavelet, so all participants have immediate access to up-todate content. To achieve this, each wave provider is responsible for the application of wavelet operations (changes) to the local wavelet and sharing these operations updates with the wave providers of all the wavelet participants. Therefore, users from different wave providers can communicate and collaborate using shared waves. The interested readers are referred to [27] for more information about GWFP and its specifications. Table 1 illustrates the synergy between the concepts used in GWFP and the concepts used in distributed context management. Considering this synergy, we build infinitum upon GWFP.
infinitum implementation
To implement the infinitum prototype, we run our own Google wave servers, based on the FedOne (currently known as ''Wave in a Box'' (WIAB)) [28] reference implementation provided as Java-based open source by Google. WIAB is delivered as a Java application that conforms to the widely adopted open protocol for instant messaging, XMPP (also called Jabber). In order to run WIAB server, we need to install an XMPP [29] server. We use OpenFire [30] (which is a real-time collaboration server) as a XMPP server. The WIAB server runs as a component that communicates with the XMPP server. infinitum's middleware infrastructure has been implemented in Java on top of a WIAB server. infinitum uses Jena [31] , a Java API and software toolkit for manipulating RDF models.
After being authenticated by the CS available in their domain, the CP can publish their contextlets in a public context wave hosted by the CS. A collection of drivers for sensors and sensor agents for multiple purposes have been implemented. We used different types of sensors available from Arduino [32] , an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy to use hardware and software. Available sensors include RFID tags and readers, light intensity, temperature and humidity sensors, etc. This collection of sensors, their respective sensor and application agents, and CSs have been used to test a number of context-aware applications. The aim is to make a user's context information related to different domains accessible to applications. The motivation behind this is not only the mobile nature of the user but also the diversity and distribution of the user's context information across different logical domains.
Application query handling
The introduced infinitum design schema perfectly caters for retrieving context information using general-purpose query mechanisms and for two major query use cases that are subsequently presented.
Starting from a known entity (context owner), applications (or context consumers in general) can contact a specific CS to get context information. When the entity identifier is known, all we need is to extract the name of the home domain from the identifier and contact the corresponding server.
As spatial inclusion relations can be directly mapped onto domain and sub-domain names, a query client must just provide in the context interest expression whether to 
ApplicationID is used by infinitum to identify applications.
QueryID: infinitum send this ID along with the requested context information to the application, so it can differentiate between the query responses it receives.
DomainName, which is an optional parameter, determines the domain from which the context information of interest originates. If it is omitted, all context information available in all domains will be considered when handling queries.
IncludeSubDomain is a Boolean parameter. When it is evaluated to true, infinitum considers all context waves corresponding to sub-domains of DomainName.
QueryString is the query expression; here, we consider using the SPAQRL query language for the prototype.
For instance, the query: 
Where ContextType specifies the ontology-based type of the entities, the application is interested in. Obviously, IncludeSubType Boolean parameter determines whether the entities, whose types are subtypes of ContextType, are included in the retrieved context entities.
Attribute-constraints are a set of constraints that specify the condition, in terms of attribute values of the ContextType that satisfies the interest.
For instance, the expression:
App1@napier.ac.uk|Query2|building1. merchiston.napier.ac.uk|Researcher specifies that the application is interested to know the researchers available in Building1 of Merchiston campus.
Case study
The infinitum approach has been realized in one large scaled real-life application. Edinburgh Napier University had the ambition to build an ICT-driven Smart University system; part of the scheme is to provide cross-campus realtime virtual collaboration between working groups of staff and students, such as team members working on a research project, students doing a group project and committee members within a school, faculty or even the whole university. University staff and students roam among campuses, and experience different activities. This infinitum-enabled system can be used by members of the above groups to keep updated about each other's current activities, status and interests and to exchange information so that they can avoid disturbing and interact more intelligently.
Here, we take one scenario from the Smart University system to demonstrate how infinitum approach and the system work. Alice and Bob are professors working on an EPSRC-sponsored research project. They both are based at the Merchiston campus of Edinburgh Napier University. Alice has a postdoc, Carol, who is a research assistant on the project and needs to travel among the campuses for her research. Alice would like to keep updated about Bob's activities and Carol's location. Figure 4 depicts the sequence of exchanging information between different entities. This is described as follows: The CP ActivityProvider@merchiston.napier.ac.uk registers its capability in its HDS and wait for confirmation (Step 1 These interests show that the application is interested to know the location of Carol in any domain and the activity of Bob in the merchiston.napier.ac.uk domain. Note here that any context information federated from the merchiston.napier.ac.uk domain or in any of its sub-domains is eligible to be matched with the second interest.
For each context interest, the CS checks for the corresponding entity privacy before registering it. Figure 5 shows an example of Carol's privacy tag.
If the privacy is violated, an ''access denied'' message should be sent to the application; otherwise, the context interest will be registered and a confirmation message should be sent to the application.
In merchiston.napier.ac.uk domain, there is no provider for Carol location. When Carol roams to sighthill.napier.ac.uk, the CP LocationProvider@sighthill.napier.ac.uk reports its ability to provide Carol as well as other entities locations to CS of sighthill.napier.ac.uk. According to the designed protocol between different CSs, the CS of sighthill.napier.ac.uk finds out that there is an application interested to know Carol location, thus it federates Carol location contextlet to her HDS once received from the location provider.
On the other hand, Bob specifies in his privacy policy that Alice application is allowed to check for his activity; thus, the CS of merchiston.napier.ac.uk notifies Alice's application for any change in Bob's activity. Alice may like to send Bob a congratulations message when his activity becomes FinishPresenting. Figure 6 depicts screenshots of the example application. The cyan circles represent roughly the domain border of each CS. Each small dot circle represents a contextlet.
Evaluation
infinitum meets the driving requirements
In this section, we analyze the infinitum approach with respect to the requirements set out in Sect. 2. Handling a query submitted to the system requires considering the contextlets in the entity's HCS federated from different domains instead of sending sub-queries to all VCSs. Thus, the querying response time decreases significantly. In addition, since the context information is categorized into CWs that correspond to different domains, an application can specify in its queries the domain(s) from which it is interested in retrieving the context information.
Support of cross-domain reasoning
By using the HDS idea, it becomes possible to reason about the context information across different domains (e.g., tracking and understanding user's tendency) and to identify Example of recognizing such situations can be found in a previous work [4] . Moreover, this enforces the idea that each domain should have its own inference mechanism and in the home domain, a cross-domain inference mechanism becomes possible.
Support for scalability
The idea of federating context information when necessary and the use of GWFP as an underlying federation protocol between context servers facilitate federating context information across large-scale systems and a large number of administrative domains.
Support for privacy
Because only the HDS is responsible to provide its entities' context information available in different domains, and this has the advantage of enforcing the user's privacy policy as all the relevant context information are centralized in one CS. A user has the flexibility to define his privacy policy to control the dissemination of context available in different domains for some consumers. The access control mechanisms of the wave server have been leveraged to provide access control for contextlets.
Uniform API interface and protocol
By providing the infinitum's set of open and generic APIs, context is made available to third party application developers to build new services without having to define specific mechanisms for context distribution and management between domains. In addition, these APIs and the proposed protocol between different entities enable external providers and consumers to be integrated into the infinitum system to provide or consume context information.
Performance evaluation
In order to evaluate infinitum's performance in terms of update latency, we conducted an evaluation experiment using three CSs distributed in three university campuses (Merchiston, Sighthill, and Craiglockhart), which store the context information available in their corresponding campuses. All 3 servers have roughly the same hardware capability: Pentium 4, 2.99 GHz and 2 GB RAM. The aim is to measure the latency average of federating the contextlets from one CS to another. Figure 7 shows the variation of the latency time (milliseconds) with respect to the number of contextlets simultaneously federated. Obviously, the latency increases when the volume of data increases; the latency could reach around 1.8s for sending 100 contextlets simultaneously, which could be reasonable and acceptable even for the highly dynamic context information, e.g., noise level.
Conclusion
The requirement for universal context access demands for a middleware as an essential requirement for building context-aware systems. To this end, it is essential to establish innovative data storage and dissemination mechanisms that are applicable to any distributed context environment. The architecture of infinitum presented in this paper hides the increasing complexity of context management from external actors and incorporates advanced mechanisms for the support of mobile users. In the proposed framework, GWFP-based context information management has been adopted and therefore, the classification and storage of the context information is performed in distributed context waves hosted in different CSs, the hierarchy of which reflects the geographic structure of the physical world. However, the CSs may correspond to spatial and nonspatial domains. A key point in infinitum is that each piece of Fig. 7 infinitum performance evaluation monitored context information (contextlet) is maintained residing at a central point of access, the HDS, while it may be acquired by remote CSs. The implemented mobile entity handling mechanism is based on context wave federation between CSs and tunes the overall system performance by determining the context information that needs to be federated to other CSs. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of infinitum approach, we described the design and implementation of a prototype of the distributed middleware, which has been fully experimented in the Smart University system. The suitability and performance of the middleware on portable devices have been evaluated through the above application. Further research plan involves exploring the use of infinitum in more complex scenarios, extending the privacy protection scheme to consider not only specified domains but also domain types (e.g., a restaurant or a swimming pool) and extending infinitum to support the geographic location based access to context information.
